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Abstract: The severity of wildfires is increasing globally. In this study, we used data from the
Global Change Observation Mission-Climate/Second-generation Global Imager (GCOM-C/SGLI)
to characterize the biomass burning aerosols that are generated by large-scale wildfires. We used
data from the September 2020 wildfires in western North America. The target area had a complex
topography, comprising a basin among high mountains along a coastal region. The SGLI was essential
for dealing with the complex topographical changes in terrain that we encountered, as it contains
19 polarization channels ranging from near ultraviolet (380 nm and 412 nm) to thermal infrared (red
at 674 nm and near-infrared at 869 nm) and has a fine spatial resolution (1 km). The SGLI also proved
to be efficient in the radiative transfer simulations of severe wildfires through the mutual use of
polarization and radiance. We used a regional numerical model SCALE (Scalable Computing for
Advanced Library and Environment) to account for variations in meteorological conditions and/or
topography. Ground-based aerosol measurements in the target area were sourced from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration-Aerosol Robotic Network; currently, official satellite products
typically do not provide the aerosol properties for very optically thick cases of wildfires. This paper
used satellite observations, ground-based observations, and a meteorological model to define an
algorithm for retrieving the aerosol properties caused by severe wildfire events.

Keywords: SCALE; SGLI; AERONET; radiative transfer; polarization

1. Introduction

Climate warming and wildfires are mutually accelerating; the size and intensity of
wildfires are increasing globally due to climate warming trends of increasing temperature,
snowmelt, and drought severity [1–3]. Severe wildfires occur around the world and are
increasing in both frequency and intensity. Wildfires frequently occur in both the equatorial
regions (such as the Amazon, South Africa, and South Asia) and the mid-latitude regions
of the globe (such as the United States, Middle East, and the southeast coast of China).
Wildfires cause significant damage in high-latitude regions (such as Canada and Russia).
For example, the June 2021 wildfires of Siberia spread to the Arctic Circle and negatively
affected clouds, radiation balance, air temperature, and the underlying snow and ice
surfaces. The consequences of wildfires are directly evident in the areas where the fires
have occurred, but more distant areas can also be significantly impacted. Wildfire smoke
can travel great distances, contribute to air pollution, and harm human health [4–7]. To
mitigate the negative effects of wildfires, it is necessary to identify the kinds of aerosols that
are contained in wildfire smoke and the atmospheric pathways used to transport them.
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Regional airflow is significantly impacted by topography, particularly in mountain-
ous regions [8,9]. In several regions of the world, studies have reported on thermally
driven airflows that can be systematized according to mountainous weather and climate
conditions; they have also reported that these conditions have influenced the flow of
airborne pollutants [10–14]. Specifically, the effects of topography on the distribution of
air pollutants have been described in several regions around the globe [15–19]. For our
study, it was useful to obtain regional meteorological information to understand the smoke
flow generated by wildfires. To reproduce the appearance of the meteorological field at
a regional scale, we performed high-resolution simulations. We used SCALE (Scalable
Computing for Advanced Library and Environment) as the regional meteorological model
for this study [20,21].

On 23 December 2017, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) launched
the Global Change Observation Mission Satellite (GCOM-C), which included an onboard
SGLI (Second-Generation Global Imager). The onboard SGLI is a 19-channel multispectral
sensor with wavelengths ranging from near-UV to thermal infrared (IR), including red and
near-IR polarization channels. The instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the onboard SGLI
is fine: a wavelength range from near-UV to short-IR (250 m) and polarization measurement
(1 km). This polarization measurement is currently the smallest obtainable resolution. The
data collected by SGLI are useful when characterizing the biomass burning aerosols (BBAs)
generated by severe wildfires (SBBAs) [22,23]. Ground-based observations and numerical-
model simulations are also highly effective methods for characterizing BBAs [24–27].

Our study aims to clarify aerosol transport pathways using the SCALE meteorological
model and characterize aerosols using both GCOM-C satellite data and the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) aerosol robotic network (AERONET) ground-
based remote-sensing data. Section 2 provides the specific method that we used to collate,
describe, and analyze the data, the parameters of the regional model simulation, and the
target-setting strategy. In Section 3, we present our results for aerosol characteristics as
retrieved from the GCOM-C/SGLI over northwestern America in September 2020, and we
compare these results with those derived from the NASA AERONET data. In Section 4, we
discuss the implications of our results for meteorological modeling. Finally, we provide
conclusions based on the outcome of our study.

2. Methodology
2.1. Construction of an Aerosol Retrieval Algorithm Using Satellite Observations

The aerosol retrieval process comprises two parts: aerosol modeling and radiation sim-
ulation, in a combined system of Earth’s atmosphere and surface. Key components of the
Earth’s atmosphere–surface system are atmospheric aerosols, various atmospheric gases,
and the Earth’s surface; these components have been well-described by low-resolution
atmospheric transmission 7 (LOWTRAN 7) and the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Program (IGBP). Our previous work described the basic flow of an aerosol retrieval algo-
rithm for severe wildfires using satellite observations [23]. This current study builds on
those calculations.

Aerosol modeling is the beginning of the algorithm workflow and is fundamental to
the efficiency of subsequent processing. In our previous work, the AAI (absorbing aerosol
index) proved to be an effective method for the detection of absorbing aerosols, such as
carbonaceous aerosols or mineral dust [22]. The AAI calculation is as follows:

AAI = R (412)/R (380) (1)

where R represents the observed SGLI reflectance at wavelengths of near-ultraviolet (UV;
380 nm) and violet (412 nm).

Our AAI index follows the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer-Aerosol Index (TOMS-
AI) concept [28]. Once the aerosol type has been approximately predicted, it is useful for the
efficiency of the subsequent retrieval of the aerosol properties. The determination of BBA
types using the AAI index is based on the statistical analysis of SGLI data from 2018–2019.
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When AAI ≥ 0.83, the presence of BBAs is indicated [22]. When AAI > 0.95, high levels of
BBAs are being produced from severe biomass burning areas [23]. After we included SGLI
data from 2020 and later, we found that the most intense wildfires measured AAI ≥ 1.1,
which is useful for the detection of extreme SBBAs. It is interesting to note that although
the AAI value for BBA increases with optical thickness for wildfires, the same results are
not found with the AAI values of desert dust and clouds. Desert dust and clouds initially
show a similar optical thickness, but the AAI values converge around 1.0. These results
are only derived from the processed SGLI data at present and require further examination
based on simulation calculations.

The basic aerosol property to define is the spectral aerosol optical thickness (AOT) (λ)
at the wavelength (λ nm) [24]. Then, we quantify the aerosol size distribution, which is
represented by bimodal (fine and coarse) log-normal distributions of the particle volume
(according to the automatic classification of accumulated NASA/AERONET data) [29].
We have shown that aerosol size distribution can be expressed by a simple approxima-
tion with the unique variable of the fine particle fraction (f ) of the volume concentration
(Appendix A).

The third item that comprises the aerosol properties is the complex refractive index,
given by the calculation (m = n− k·i). The real part (n) and imaginary part (k) of the complex
refractive index are given as parameters. In our system, n is freely selectable in the range
from 1.35 to 1.6, and k is freely selectable in the range from 0.0003 to 0.1. In the current study,
we assume n = 1.5 or 1.55 for BBAs, and k is the only variable parameter. Using this method,
we can account for spectral absorption (especially in the near-UV wavelengths) [30,31].

The next step in the aerosol retrieval process is to calculate the radiative transfer
(RT) in the combined atmosphere–underlying surface system using vector RT codes [32].
The information on the Stokes vector of reflected light is particularly useful for aerosol
retrieval, especially in moderate AOT atmospheres, because the degree of polarization
tends to decrease due to the higher order of multiple light-scattering events. This is because
aerosol particles polarize the incoming natural light, and the emerging light polarization
is depressed by multiple scattering effects, which leads to an increase in entropy of the
reflected light field.

Our aerosol retrieval algorithm consists of two steps for processing GCOM-C/SGLI
data (Figure 1). First, we consider the scalar RT equation for a thick atmosphere by intro-
ducing a radiation simulation method called the method of successive order of scattering
(MSOS). The MSOS applies the classical successive scattering method, i.e., calculating the
reflectance from an optically semi-infinite atmosphere model. In the current study, the
MSOS is used to calculate the upward intensity of radiation at the top of the atmosphere at
τ→ ∞ [23]. The contribution of reflection from the bottom Earth’s surface is not consid-
ered because we include an optically thick absorbing light-scattering layer. Severe wildfire
events produce large amounts of BBAs, and especially high values of AOT are expected in
the shorter wavelength regions of λ = 380 nm and 412 nm (Figure 1, 1st step). In this first
step, we obtain the parameter (f ) for the aerosol size distribution and the imaginary part
of the refractive index (k). In the second step, both (f ) and (k) are good candidates for the
initial approximation of longer wavelengths.

Next, we adopt a vector-type RT simulation method to utilize the SGLI polarization
band level (PL1 and PL2) (Figure 1). We apply an RT simulation for the atmosphere–surface
system using the vector method of adding–doubling (VMAD) [32]. Bottom surface reflec-
tion cannot be avoided in RT simulations in a finite AOT atmosphere. Therefore, the
polarized reflectance of the bottom surface is described by the Bi-directional Polarization
Distribution Function (BPDF), as given by the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s
Reflectance (POLDER) [33]. The bottom surface reflection has a small influence on the
results in an opaque atmosphere [32]. Polarization information is a key indicator of aerosol
properties, signaling that the two polarization channels of SGLI (PL1: 674 nm; PL2: 869 nm)
can be used for aerosol retrieval. The ability to use SGLI data and to switch between
scalar and vector RT simulations is an advantage of our method, and this process is not
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limited to polarization channels only (Figure 1, 2nd step). Radiance is used for visible
channels at 443 nm and 550 nm. Finally, values for AOT, Ångström Exponent (AE), and
single scattering albedo (SSA) are obtained. AE values are derived from AOT (869 nm) and
AOT (443 nm). SSA values are calculated for each pixel of satellite data as the ratio of the
scattering and extinction coefficients of the aerosol model (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Process chart of radiation simulation for aerosol retrieval in the case of sever wildfires using
GCOM-C/SGLI data.

The flow of the retrieval algorithms for SBBAs using satellite data is given in Appendix B;
Figure A1 illustrates the block flow of SBBA retrieval from satellite data.

2.2. Regional Model Simulation of Wind Movement over Complex Terrain

The SCALE regional model was used to investigate the effect of terrain on airflow.
The accuracy of SCALE winds has been found to be acceptably accurate [34]. We ran a
SCALE simulation at a resolution of 5 × 5 km grids, and we based surface heights on the
United States Geological Survey model GTOPO30 (a global digital elevation model with a
horizontal grid spacing of 30 arc seconds).

A single run by SCALE started at 00:00 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) on a
date in the period and stopped after 30 h. We discarded 6 h from the initial time as the
spin-up. The initial conditions and boundary conditions included east–west and north–
south winds, temperature, relative humidity, and atmospheric pressure from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) operational global analysis data. NCEP
products were provided by the Global Data Assimilation System, which continuously
collates observational data from the Global Telecommunications System and other sources.

To investigate the effects of topography, the meteorological simulation was first run
using a flat region, then run with actual terrain, and the results of both simulations were
evaluated. By comparing the two simulations, the impact of topography on wind field
could be revealed.

2.3. Search Strategy for the Target Study Area

Satellite images provide a bird’s eye view of the movement behavior of wildfire-
generated aerosols. The hotspot information from satellite thermal data can identify the
location and intensity of the source(s) of a wildfire. Figure 2 shows the NASA/World View
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(WV) in the United States, using Terra/MODIS/MOD14 from 11 to 13 September 2020 [35].
The images are true color composites, and the hot spots are represented by red dots. The
images depict large wildfires that occurred in the forested areas along the Pacific coast, and
the gradual attenuation of the wildfires as they spread into the interior of the United States.
In more recent years, the wildfires of western North America have become more severe,
with the size and intensity of wildfires increasing over time [36,37]. The risk and damage
caused by wildfires have become inevitable, not only in the United States, but also in the
Amazon and South Africa [37–39]. We used data from the western North American severe
wildfires of September 2020 to characterize the atmospheric aerosols.
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Figure 2. Color composite satellite images and hot spots (denoted by red dots) during the severe
wildfires of western North America, 11–13 September 2020 (from Terra Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (TERRA/MODIS/MOD14)) [35].

We charted meteorological data (such as wind speed, temperature, and relative humid-
ity) over the same time from the NCEP Final Model (NCEP-FNL) (Figure 3). We compared
these data with the data collated from TERRA/MODS/MOD14 and confirmed that the data
were consistent across both data providers [40]. We plotted the wind speed at 850 hPa to
visually comprehend the atmospheric movement (Figure 3a). The air mass flow in Figure 2
and described above agreed with the wind-behavior data of the upper atmosphere. The
Pacific Northwest of the United States was extremely dry and hot during this period. It
is not clear whether these meteorological conditions triggered wildfires or whether the
wildfires caused the hot and dry climate. In any case, both factors contributed to a wildfire
perpetuating cycle.

The subsequent sections of our methodology focus on the dry and hot areas that
correspond to latitude [N35,N50] and longitude [W110,W125] and are indicated by the
black squares in Figure 3b,c. A topographic map of the selected study area is illustrated in
Figure 4. The positions of the target AERONET sites are marked by red squares [41], and
Area-S is the plotted area that is enclosed by a white dotted line. There are three AERONET
sites within Area-S: Fresno_2, NEON_SJER, and NEON_TEAK. We selected Area-S as it
meets the requirements of this study, i.e., hazy aerosols caused by severe wildfires across
complex terrain and access to high-quality ground-based datasets. The ground-based
NASA/AERONET measurements of AOT in Area-S constitute a particularly useful dataset
for the validation of our retrieval algorithms. The ground-based measurements are also
essential to validate the aerosol characterizations that we developed from satellite data.

The GCOM-C satellite is a high-resolution polar-orbiting satellite with a narrow swath.
This orbital track means the SGLI does not often encounter intense wildfires; however, the
satellite did observe the wildfires within Area-S on 12–13 September 2020, producing the
images given in Figure 5. The key data retrieval AERONET stations within Area-S are
shown as open red squares on the SGLI images at 19:13 (UTC) on 12 September (Figure 5a)
and at 18:47 (UTC) on 13 September (Figure 5b). The marked AERONET stations are
Fresno_2 (36.8◦N, 119.8◦W), NEON_SJER (37.1◦N, 119.7◦W), and NEON_TEAK (37.0◦N,
119.0◦W) of NASA/AERONET.
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Image is derived from the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
(ASTER) global digital elevation model (V003). Each AERONET station is denoted by a red box. The
area of study where data were collected is identified in a white dotted box (Area-S).

Hot-spot data provided by Terra/MODIS/MOD14 were plotted as three levels of
wildfire radiative power: red dots ≥ 200 MW; orange dots 100–200 MW; dark-yellow dots
100 MW [36]. The SGLI has observation channels in the near-UV wavelength range, and
the channels for the three primary colors shifted to shorter wavelengths than usual to
accentuate the smoke (Figure 5). The R, G, and B bands were observed at 443 nm, 412 nm,
and 380 nm, respectively.
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As the atmosphere became optically thicker due to wildfire smoke, it became difficult
for the satellite to observe vegetation and the ground surface. The brown color spreading
in the center of the figure denotes the dense smoke caused by SBBAs. The beige color
beneath the thick smoke suggests the presence of an optically thick haze. Heavy wildfires
were observed to be burning around (37.5◦N, 119.3◦W) and (36.2◦N, 118.6◦W), and on both
days, thick smoke was seen coming from these wildfire sources in the vicinity of the three
AERONET sites. These conditions suit our experimental requirements to select SBBAs as
the target of analysis to elucidate optically thick hazy aerosols. Thick aerosols such as these
are usually left as ‘undetermined’ in the satellite data as NASA/MODIS products MOD04
and MYD04, and JAXA/SGLI/L2 products. A thick rod-shaped air mass appeared in the
image shown in Figure 5b, which demonstrates the very thick smoke rising in the air. This
interesting target is further discussed later in the paper.
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aging data that were outside the satellite observation area (Figure 5a). R:G:B = 443:412:380. 

3. Results 
3.1. Ground-Based Remote Sensing of Aerosols 

The daily average of AOT (λ) and AE for Area-S are displayed in Figure 6. AOT de-
creases with wavelength. The highest average values of AOT (≥3) are represented by the 
dashed line and correspond to hazy atmospheres. The smallest average values of AE (≥1.2) 
are represented by the dashed lines and correspond to small aerosol particles. 

Figure 5. Second-Generation Global Imager (SGLI) color composite satellite images showing hot
spots on 12–13 September 2020 (data derived from Terra Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(TERRA/MODIS/MOD14)). Three levels of wildfire radiative power (Fire Rad Pwr) are illustrated
and measured in megawatts (MW). The red squares denote the positions of the three AERONET sites
in the focused study area of Area-S (see Figure 4). The gray-colored wedge indicates imaging data
that were outside the satellite observation area (Figure 5a). R:G:B = 443:412:380.

3. Results
3.1. Ground-Based Remote Sensing of Aerosols

The daily average of AOT (λ) and AE for Area-S are displayed in Figure 6. AOT
decreases with wavelength. The highest average values of AOT (≥3) are represented by
the dashed line and correspond to hazy atmospheres. The smallest average values of AE
(≥1.2) are represented by the dashed lines and correspond to small aerosol particles.

A hazy atmosphere (consisting of small particles such as BBAs) is indicated when both
the AOT and AE average values are high (charted as the gray vertical bands (H)). All three
AERONET sites indicated a hazy atmosphere on 12–13 September 2020. A clear atmosphere
(consisting of small aerosol particles) is indicated when both the AOT and AE average
values are low (charted as the blue vertical bands (C)). One can imagine a clear California
sky with small oceanic aerosols corresponding with the Fresno_2 site measurements of very
low AOT and AE values (Figure 6a). In contrast, both the NEON_SJER and NEON_TEAK
sites measured higher average AE values despite a clear atmosphere (Figure 6b,c). This
may be explained sufficiently by clear days containing smaller particles on average at both
the NEON_TEAK and NEON_SJER sites when compared with the hazy days.

The altitudes of the three AERONET sites are different: Fresno_2 (100 m), NEON_SJER
(368 m), and NEON_TEAK (2147 m). The daily average values of AE at NEON_TEAK
were predominantly high throughout September. This suggests that the altitude of each
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site needs to be considered in relation to the results, even when sites are located relatively
close to each other. We know that these sites have a complex topography that influences the
way that wind moves (Figures 3 and 4). In order to understand how complex topography
influences aerosol dynamics and optical properties, it is necessary to combine the data from
regional numerical models with ground-based data and satellite observations.

Although we observed a variation in wavelength measurements, the values of the SSA
were unexpectedly high (>0.85) at all three sites in September 2020.
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confirming that the three AERONET sites are suitable targets for SBBA analysis. 
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Figure 6. Daily averages for NASA/AERONET products within Area-S for September 2020.
Area-S is comprised of three AERONET data collection sites: (a) Fresno_2; (b) NEON_SJER; and
(c) NEON_TEAK. The charted gray vertical bands indicate a hazy atmosphere (H), and the blue
vertical bands indicate a clear atmosphere (C). Aerosol optical thickness (AOT) is plotted on the
upper graph; the dashed line denotes the highest average values (AOT = 3.0). Ångström Exponent
(AE) values are plotted on the second graph; the dashed line denotes the smallest aerosol particles
(AE = 1.2).

We calculated the AAI distribution from SGLI/Level-1B data for 12–13 September
2020 and charted the results for Area-S (Figure 7). The three AERONET sites are denoted
by the red squares in the lower-left area of the chart. The image demonstrates that Area-S
is within an area where AAI > 1.1, exceeding the threshold value for detecting SBBAs,
confirming that the three AERONET sites are suitable targets for SBBA analysis.

We observed an interesting phenomenon within Area-S. A thick-stream type of shape
is evident with an elevated AAI > 1.1 (Figure 7b). This shape generally matches the shape
of wildfire smoke seen by satellite observation data (Figure 5b). Both shapes occurred on
13 September 2020.

3.2. Comparison with Satellite-Based Characterization of Aerosols

Previously published work has demonstrated that an area with high AAI values
correspondingly has high AOT values [22], and our results for Area-S confirm this finding
(Figures 6 and 7). One of the issues is that most of the current official aerosol products (such
as MODIS products MOD04 and MYD04, and SGLI/L2 products) do not retrieve aerosol
properties over areas with a high AOT value.

We used a two-step process to retrieve aerosol properties from SGLI measurements
(see Section 2.1). The first part of the process extracted the ratio of the fine-mode and
coarse-mode fractions of the bi-modal size distribution. Complex refractive indices were
assumed based on the semi-infinite atmosphere model. Because the model assumes that
surface reflectance does not contribute to signals at the top of the atmosphere, this model
can only be applied over high AOT areas, that is, high AAI areas.
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Figure 7. Absorbing aerosol index (AAI) distribution from satellite data on 12–13 September 2020.
Red squares denote the position of NASA/AERONET sites. The gray color swath indicates a data
range that was outside of the satellite observation area.

We expected regions that measured AAI ≥ 1.1 to have an AOT > 3 [22]. Once we
obtained the mode fractions of the fine and coarse model aerosols and complex refractive
indices, and based on an ordinary (finite) vector RT model, to include the polarization
information of 674 and 869 nm, we used this information in the second part to retrieve
AOTs at wavelength λ.

The retrieved results of aerosol properties were partially validated by ground-based
observations using AERONET. In this study, AERONET stations Fresno_2, NEON_SJER,
and NEON_TEAK, which are close to the wildfire plume, were selected. However, some
of the AOT (440 nm) measurements on the 13th at NEON_SJER are not available due to
the very dense plume conditions [42]. Therefore, we decided to estimate the value of AOT
(440 nm) from AERONET’s measurements of AOT (670 nm) and Ångström exponent (AE)
using Equation (2):

AOT (440 nm) = AOT (670 nm)

(
440
670

)−AE
(2)

We compared the aerosol properties calculated from ground-based observations
with those calculated from satellite observations (Figure 8). We used the average of the
AERONET measurements taken within±30 min of the GCOM-C/SGLI overpassing Area-S.
We similarly retrieved results for aerosol properties from SGLI when the SGLI was within
±0.05◦ (latitude–longitude coordinates) of the Area-S AERONET sites. The acquired AOT
and AE are shown in Figure 8a and 8b, respectively. The obtained aerosol properties as
AOT and AE from both data collection methods agree closely with each other.

The retrieved SSA from SGLI at this site gave 0.82 ± 0.02 (standard deviation) at
443 nm. Our retrieved results indicate the existing more absorbing particles in the atmo-
sphere. We can assume that the difference between the retrieved results and the AERONET
measurements comes from the difference in the optical properties of particles at the top
and bottom of the plume layer in dense-aerosol conditions.

For comparison of the SSA, we selected only the measurement from the Fresno_2
site at 18:58 on 12 September 2020. The Fresno_2 hybrid measurement of SSA was 0.92 at
440 nm. The Fresno_2 SGLI data measurement of SSA was 0.89 ± 0.01 (standard deviation)
at 443 nm. These results show that the SGLI measurements are in close agreement with
the ground-based measurements. Other SSA measurements from AERONET may not be
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available, even with the hybrid method, because of the lack of symmetric atmospheric
conditions in the almucantar or because the aerosol layer is too complex.
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Figure 8. Comparison of aerosol properties derived from two different data collection methods—
ground-based observations (AERONET) and satellite observations (SGLI). (a) Properties of aerosol
optical thickness (AOT). (b) Properties defined by the Ångström exponent (AE). Satellite observation
data are plotted on the vertical axis. Ground-based observation data are plotted on the horizontal axis.
The three AERONET observation sites are plotted as NEON_SJER, Fresno_2, and NEON_Teak. Time
variations are represented by the standard deviation of both measurements, indicated by error bars.
The dates are plotted as 12th (12 September 2020) and 13th (13 September 2020). All measurements
were taken over Area-S (Figure 4).

Not every AERONET site shown in Figure 4 was available for the measurements.
Therefore, the number of validation points was limited. The stochastic analysis was not
reasonable though; the correlation coefficients between our simulated results and the
AERONET measurements were approximately 0.9 for both AOT and AE.

3.3. Regional Meteorological Modelling of the Wind Transfer of Aerosols

We compared observations from space with winds simulated by a regional meteorolog-
ical model to investigate the dynamics of airflow and dispersion of atmospheric particles.
We plotted the results of the SCALE simulation for near-ground wind behavior in Area-S,
with a resolution of 5 km × 5 km (Figure 9). To provide detail on the wind characteris-
tics, we produced images for each 6-hour period between 13:00 (UTC) on 12 September
and 19:00 (UTC) on 13 September 2020 (Figure 9a–f). In terms of the observation period,
Figure 9b and 9f corresponds to Figure 5a and 5b, respectively.

During the observation period, the winds at Fresno_2 always blew from the northwest,
flowing inland from the Pacific Ocean, and wind speeds were lower during the day. At
NEON_TEAK, the prevailing wind originated from the east, which was very different from
Fresno_2. We suggest that this difference resulted from complex wind movements that
were blocked and that bounced back from the high mountains that rise to the east side of
the NEON_TEAK site. The winds at NEON_SJER were more changeable, blowing from the
southeast in the early morning (opposite to the winds of Fresno_2), then changing to the
northwest in the evening.
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Figure 9. Near-ground wind behavior in Area-S, simulated using a regional SCALE model (resolution
of 5 km × 5 km). Images are given for each 6-hour period between 13:00 (UTC) on 12 September and
19:00 (UTC) on 13 September 2020 (a–f). The black dots denote the three AERONET observation sites.

Comparing the satellite image of smoke and hot spots in Figure 5a with the wind
simulation results in Figure 9b, we can see that smoke drifted around the Area-S sites at
approximately 19:00 (UTC) on 12 September 2020, and weak winds spirally converged.
This indicates that the smoke generated near hot spots drifted and caused an increase in
the AOT measurements at these sites, as shown in Figure 6. The satellite image of the
next day (13 September) shows thick smoke flowing in a northwesterly direction near the
southeastern hot spots (Figure 5b). Our wind simulation results indicate that when the
wind blew from the northwest, dark smoke flowed along the boundary between the plains.
When the wind blew from the east, dark smoke flowed along the mountainous area. Thick
smoke appeared to flow along the mountain range.

In any case, a high AOT was observed at the three AERONET sites during this period,
owing to the smoke from wildfires (Figure 6). The fact that Fresno_2 was affected by
the smoke for a shorter period than the other two sites on 12–13 September 2020 may be
related to the fact that Fresno_2 is more distant from the wildfire source than the other sites;
therefore, it was less affected by the smoke due to the predominant wind direction.

We then ran a comparative near-ground wind simulation with the same conditions
and period, but with topographical effects removed (no ground undulations) (Figure 10).
The tendency for wind speed to weaken during the day occurred when complex terrain
was included. When the terrain was complex, the wind direction was different at each
AERONET site (Figure 9), but in the simulation without topography, the wind direction
was the same at all sites (Figure 10). This means that the wind direction, which changes
in a complex manner depending on the time of day, and the site are greatly influenced
by topography.

The shape and thickness of the smoke plume on 13 September 2020 had several pecu-
liarities. To analyze the flow of this plume, we ran a comparative SCALE wind simulation
at an altitude of 850 hPa at 2-h intervals from 13:00 to 19:00 (UTC) on 13 September 2020
(Figure 11). The simulation results indicate that an almost-uniform southeast wind blew
during this period. The results suggest that the surface-generated wildfire was fueled by
the winds on the ground. As the influences of complex topography came into effect, the
wildfire rose onto the strong southeast winds that blew from above, which formed a long
smoke mass extending from the southeast to the northwest (as seen in Figure 5b). The
complex twisting pattern can be interpreted as convection due to the optically thick haze
and the difference in wind direction between the bottom and top layers. The smoke mass
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from the southeastern fire source drifted with the southeasterly wind and combined with
the smoke mass from another fire source, which resulted in the interesting smoke shape
captured by the satellite image in Figure 5b.
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Figure 10. Near-ground wind behavior in Area-S with topographical effects removed, simulated
using a regional SCALE model (resolution of 5 km × 5 km). Images are given for each 6-hour period
between 13:00 (UTC) on 12 September and 19:00 (UTC) on 13 September 2020 (a–f). The black dots
denote the three AERONET observation sites.
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Figure 11. Wind behavior at an altitude of 850 hPa with the correct topographical effects in Area-S,
simulated using a regional SCALE model (resolution of 5 km × 5 km). Images are given for each
2-hour period between 13:00 and 19:00 (UTC) on 13 September 2020 (a–d). The black dots denote the
three AERONET observation sites.
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4. Discussion

The aerosol properties that we retrieved from the SGLI satellite observation data
were confirmed by the aerosol properties retrieved from the AERONET ground-based
observation data. We found that both methods provided wind behavior data that were
similar to those produced by the regional SCALE model. SCALE simulations showed that
the smoke flow generated by wildfires can be described in terms of the wind field.

The behavior of wind at an altitude of 850 hPa was simulated by SCALE for the
SGLI passing time and the hot spots, and the orange and red dots represent both contin-
uing wildfires and new wildfires, respectively (Figure 12a). The Hybrid Single-Particle
Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model proposed by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was adopted to analyze the airflow back trajec-
tory of pollutants on 13 September 2020, as shown in Figure 12b. Airflows at heights of
100 m, 400 m, and 2000 m were selected to correspond to the altitudes of the three AERONET
sites shown in Figure 12a, and back trajectory diagrams were calculated. In Fresno_2,
the near-surface air masses were transported from a northwesterly direction, while in
NEON_SJER, they were transported from a southeasterly direction, consistently with the
behavior of the near-surface wind simulated by SCALE shown in Figure 9. The airflow in-
fluenced the air masses at 2000 m from the southeastern direction at three AERONET sites.
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Figure 12. (a) Wind behavior at an altitude of 850 hPa during the satellite passing time over Area-
S, simulated using a regional SCALE model at 19:00 (UTC) on 13 September 2020 (resolution of
5 km × 5 km). Hot-spot data were derived from Terra/MODIS/MOD14. The orange hot spots
represent continuing wildfires. The red hot spots represent new wildfires. The black dots denote the
three AERONET observation sites. (b) Analysis of the airflow back trajectory of pollutants using an
NOAA Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model at 19:00 (UTC) on
13 September 2020. Airflows at heights of 100 m (green line), 400 m (blue line), and 2000 m (red line)
correspond to the altitudes of the three AERONET sites in Area-S.

It can be seen from these results that the wildfires spread, and the impressive thick
bar-shaped air masses shown in Figure 5b were formed by very heavy smoke rising from
the hot-spot clusters found around (36.2◦N, 118.6◦W) and (37.5◦N, 119.3◦W), carried by
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the southerly wind. By combining simulated winds and back-trajectory analyses, we can
obtain a more detailed picture of how the smoke distribution in satellite imagery is caused
by airflow influenced by topographic effects.

We suggest that complex mountain topography drives airflow through wind dynamics
at the regional scale, which influences changes in atmospheric particle properties, even
within a small region. In the future, it is necessary to investigate the movement of at-
mospheric particles in more detail by conducting simulations using a regional chemical
transport model. As a first step toward the quantitative assessment of atmospheric particles,
it is essential to improve the practicality of regional models based on an accurate estimation
of emissions [43,44].

Further use of polarization information should be considered in future research. SGLI
is a follow-on sensor for the POLDER series on ADEOS-1, -2, and the Polarization and
Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences coupled with Observations from a
Lidar (PARASOL) and has unique capabilities for polarization measurements [45,46]. The
sensor was designed to acquire Stokes vector components (I, Q, and U) at two wavelengths,
674 nm and 869 nm, with a 45◦ forward/backward tilt capability to measure scattered
light at moderate scattering angles (from ~90◦ to ~120◦). The development and opera-
tion of an SGLI-like future instrument equipped with multidirectional observation and
polarized multi-channels (particularly in UV and SWIR) are desired. EUMETSAT/EPS-
SG/3MI, which is expected to be operational by 2024, is awaited. In addition, polarization
observation has been proposed as an interesting Earth-observation satellite project [47].

5. Conclusions

In this study, we characterize the BBAs from wildfires that occur frequently in the
Pacific Northwest of the United States, a complex topography of basins among mountains
along the coast. We provide the following conclusions from our results:

1. BBAs can be effectively detected using MODIS/hotspot, AERONET data, the regional
model SCALE with NCEP-FNL, and our aerosol type classification index AAI (derived
from near-UV measurements by GCOM-C/SGLI);

2. We improved our retrieval algorithm for SBBAs to achieve more accurate solutions,
especially regarding AOT;

3. The aerosol properties that were obtained by our retrieval method using SGLI data
were consistent with the ground-based observations of AERONET;

4. Finally, our retrieved results were validated with wind behavior by the regional
model SCALE.
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Appendix A

Approximation of aerosol size distribution
The size distributions are assumed to be two modes (fine and coarse) in a bimodal

log-normal distribution of the particle volume with six parameters [30]. The calculation is
as follows:

dV
d ln r

=
Vf√

2π ln σf
exp

−
(

ln r− ln r f

)2

2 ln2 σf

+
Vc√

2π ln σc
exp

[
− (ln r− ln rc)

2

2 ln2 σc

]
. (A1)

where

V is the particle volume;
subscript f are fine mode particles;

subscript c are coarse mode particles;
Vf, Vc are volume concentrations;
rf, rc are mode radii;
σf, rc are standard deviations.

Six parameters are too many for the retrieval of optimized aerosol sizes from satellite
observations. Therefore, we simplified the aerosol size distribution function by using the
average value of mode radius and the maximum value of the standard deviation among
the continental aerosol models (accumulated data from NASA/AERONET). The parameter
values for the approximate size distribution are given in Table A1 [22].

Using the size distribution function enables continental aerosols to be approximated
by the unique variable of the fine mode particle fraction (f ). This fraction is derived from
the volume concentration calculation as follows:

f = Vf/(Vf + Vc). (A2)

Table A1. Parameters of approximate form of Equation (A1).

rf (µm) σf (µm) rc (µm) σc (µm)

0.144 1.533 3.607 2.104

Appendix B

Process flow used for the development of severe biomass burning aerosol (SBBA)
retrieval algorithms from satellite observations.
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